A binary expression in terms of operators is given which satisfies all the quantum counterparts of the algebraic properties of the classical antibracket. This quantum antibracket has therefore the same relation to the classical antibracket as commutators to Poisson brackets. It is explained how this quantum antibracket is related to the classical antibracket and the ∆-operator in the BV-quantization. Higher quantum antibrackets are introduced in terms of generating operators, which automatically yield all their subsequent Jacobi identities as well as the consistent Leibniz' rules.
In classical dynamics there are two basic binary operations, one is the Poisson bracket and the other is the antibracket [1, 2] . The latter has mainly been used in the BVquantization of gauge theories [2] . In canonical quantization classical dynamical functions are mapped on operators and Poisson brackets are mapped on commutators. A long standing problem has been to understand what the quantum counterpart of the classical antibracket is. This problem as well as the related problem of coexistence of Poisson brackets and antibrackets have e.g. been considered in [3, 4, 5, 6] . Here we give a natural solution to this problem, a solution which will both deepen our understanding of the BV-quantization as well as provide for further generalizations.
Let us first remind about the mapping of functions on a given symplectic manifold to operators. This mapping is such that all defining properties of the Poisson bracket is satisfied by the (super)commutator. The defining properties of the Poisson bracket, {f, g}, for functions f, g on a manifold S are (The Grassmann parities are denoted by ε f ≡ ε(f ) = 0, 1 mod 2.) i) Grassmann parity ε({f, g}) = ε f + ε g .
( 1) ii) Symmetry
iii) Linearity {f + g, h} = {f, h} + {g, h}, (ε f = ε g ).
iv) Jacobi identities {f, {g, h}}(−1) ε f ε h + cycle(f, g, h) ≡ 0.
v) Leibniz' rule {f g, h} = f {g, h} + {f, h}g(−1) εg ε h .
vi) For any odd/even parameter λ we have
The Poisson bracket can only be nondegenerate if the dimension of the even subspace of S is even. (S is then a symplectic manifold.)
The quantization is a mapping of all functions f ∈ S to noncommutative operators f such that the Grassmann parities are preserved. The (super)commutator of such operators are defined by (f and g are now operators)
One may easily check that the commutator satisfies all the properties i) to vi) with the Poisson bracket replaced by the commutator and the functions replaced by their corresponding operators. Note that the commutator for classical functions vanish.
We construct now the corresponding mapping for antibrackets. Consider therefore a manifold, A, on which we have the binary operation called antibracket. The defining properties of the antibracket (f, g) for functions f, g ∈ A are 1) Grassmann parity
2) Symmetry
3) Linearity
4) Jacobi identities
6) For any odd/even parameter λ we have
The antibracket can only be nondegenerate if A is a supermanifold with the dimension (n, n). (A is then an antisymplectic manifold.)
Consider now a mapping of all functions on A to operators which preserves the Grassmann parities. (If A is of dimension (2n, 2n) it may be both a symplectic as well as an antisymplectic manifold which could allow for a canonical quantization.) We look then for a quantum antibracket, ( , ) Q , satisfying the counterparts of the properties 1)-6). There are not many candidates for such a quantum bracket. Condition 1) requires the presence of an odd operator Q which should be fundamental. It could in principle be a rather abstract operator with no classical counterpart. However, in the following we treat Q as an ordinary odd operator. Conditions 2) and 3) require an expression which is linear in the operators entering the quantum antibracket. Therefore (f, g) Q must consists of terms which are simple products of f , g and Q. Let us start with the simplest ansatz of this type satisfying 1)-3). It is
A remarkable property of this ansatz is that it not only satisfies conditions 1)-3) but also the Jacobi identities 4) without any restrictions on the operators. However, in distinction to the corresponding case for the commutator (7), the properties 5) and 6) are not automatically satisfied by (14) . In fact, they require all operators f to satisfy the condition 3
where
The condition (15) restricts the class of operators considerably. General solutions seem to be
The ansatz (14) is therefore unsatisfactory.
We have to look for a better proposal for the quantum antibracket than (14). We consider then the most general ansatz consisting of terms which are products of f , g and Q such that conditions 1)-3) are satisfied. Then we require this ansatz to satisfy condition 6) and to be such that its classical limit is zero without any conditions on f or g. (The classical limit of (14) is only zero if one of the operators f or g is of the allowed form (17).) The solution is unique up to a factor and is
After appropriate restrictions this is the correct proposal for the quantum antibracket in our opinion. Explicitly we have
The first two terms is just the ansatz (14) and the last two terms is a double symmetrization according to (16). One may note that both (14) and (18) satisfy (Q, Q) Q ≡ 0. For operators f, g, commuting with Q 2 (18) satisfies (f, Q) Q = 0 and
Now the expression (18) does not automatically satisfy the Jacobi identities 4) and the Leibniz' rule 5). Instead of the latter we have
Therefore condition 5) requires us to restrict the class of allowed operators. Eq. (21) suggests two natural possibilities: We could restrict the class of operators to those which satisfy [Q, f ] = 0. However, this is obviously very bad since this would again imply that (f, g) Q = 0 for allowed operators. The second natural alternative is to restrict ourselves to the class of all commuting operators. A nontrivial quantum antibracket is then possible if Q does not belong to this class. (A more general class of operators is considered in Appendix B.) For the class of commuting operators the expression (18) simplifies to
by means of the Jacobi identities for the (super)commutator (7) . The Jacobi identities 4) for the ansatz (22) with commuting operators f, g, h, require the condition
This condition may be viewed as a condition on Q or as a further restriction on the class of allowed operators. In the following we choose to view it as a condition on Q, since the class of commuting operators is a very natural one to consider. Eq.(23) may be split into the following two slightly stronger conditions (we denote the class of commuting operators M from now on)
and
If Q satisfies conditions (24), (25) then (22) satisfies all the required properties of a quantum antibracket for the class of commuting operators M. The condition (24) is a very natural condition which is equivalent to the requirement
a condition which means that the quantum antibracket of commuting operators is again a commuting operator belonging to M. The correspondence to the classical antibracket is
due to the commutator correspondence
The expression (22) for the quantum antibracket implies the following relation between classical antibrackets and Poisson brackets (f, g) = {{f, Q}, g} = {f, {Q, g}}
for all functions f, g satisfying {f, g} = 0. Here the odd function Q satisfies the classical counterpart of (24) and is such that {Q, Q} has zero Poisson brackets with all functions f, g.
The condition (24) when viewed as a condition on Q is rather severe. However, for a general Q which does not satisfy (24) for arbitrary commuting operators we still have a consistent scheme in terms of higher quantum antibrackets. This scheme is most conveniently presented in terms of the generating operator
where f a are commuting operators in the set M and where φ a are parameters. The Grassmann parities are ε(f a ) ≡ ε a = ε(φ a ). Since Q 2 commutes with f a we have
From (30) we have (∂ a ≡ ∂/∂φ a )
and the higher quantum antibrackets
These are quantum counterparts to the classical higher order antibrackets in [7] . (Condition (24) may be written as (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ) Q = 0 for all f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ∈ M. ) The correspondence between the above quantum antibrackets and the corresponding classical brackets is symbolically
due to the commutator correspondence (28). The Jacobi identities may be derived by differentiating [Q(φ), Q(φ)] with respect to φ a using (31). For instance,
which agrees with (23).
For a nilpotent and hermitian Q we may consistently define the quantum master equation by
which in the wavefunction representation becomes a differential equation. One may note that the quantum antibracket (18) between any two solutions of (37) satisfies the property
Thus, between |φ -states our first proposal (14) coincides with (18). Moreover, the Jacobi identities (11) for the quantum antibracket (18) are satisfied for arbitrary operators between two |φ -states
We may introduce a gauge-fixing fermion operator Ψ in order to define a physical matrix element of the form
between two |φ -states satisfying (37). This matrix element is then independent of Ψ. In fact, we have
due to the master equation (37) and the hermiticity of Q.
We give now an explicit representation of Q. Consider an antisymplectic manifold with Darboux coordinates x a and x * a , a = 1, . . . , n, where ε(x * a ) = ε a + 1, ε a ≡ ε(x a ). Consider then these Darboux coordinates to be coordinates on a symplectic manifold. The canonical coordinates of this symplectic manifold are then {x a , x * a , p a , p a * }. We may now perform a canonical quantization and choose all operators which depends on x a and x * a as the class of commuting operators M. Finally, we define the quantum antibracket by (22) with Q given by
which is a nilpotent operator (Q 2 = 0). In this case we have
The canonical commutation relations (the nonzero part),
imply then
in accordance with the correspondence (27). The quantum master equation (37) yields
where ∆ is the well-known nilpotent operator
In general coordinates X A = (x a ; x * a ), ε(X A ) ≡ ε A , the operator (42) takes the form
) and ρ(X) are the antisymplectic metric and the volume form density respectively. P A satisfy
By means of (22) the quantum antibracket (45) generalizes here to
The nilpotency of Q requires the tensor E AB to satisfy the cyclic relation [8] 
which makes the antibracket (50) to satisfy the Jacobi identities, i.e. (36) with vanishing right-hand side. If momenta P A are allowed to enter the operator Q more than quadratically then a nonzero contribution appears on the right-hand side of (51), and thereby the right-hand side of (36) becomes nonzero as well.
Finally we would like to mention that also the Sp(2) version of the BV-formalism (see [9] ) may be "quantized" in the above sense. The quantum Sp (2) antibracket is defined by (a = 1, 2 is an Sp (2)
where Q a satisfies
Eq.(52) satisfies the relations
and for commuting operators (52) reduces to
The Jacobi identities require
The quantum master equations are here
which are consistent due to (53).
Appendix A: Application to path integrals.
The partition function Z, i.e. the path integral of the gauge fixed action, is within the present scheme given by Z = Ψ|S , where |S is the master state and |Ψ a gauge fixing state both satisfying the quantum master equation (37), i.e. Q|S = Q|Ψ = 0. In the standard case where the hermitian Q is given by (42) we have explicitly (cf. the Hamiltonian treatment in e.g. [10] )
where the operators have the hermiticity properties
and where the vacuum states satisfy
Note that S(x, x * ) and Ψ(x) belong to the class of commuting operators. Note also that
and that |Ψ satisfies
which fixes p a and x * a . The gauge fixed partition function becomes now
where the last equality is obtained by inserting the completeness relations 4
|x,
and the properties
where n + (n − ) is the number of bosons (fermions) among the x a operators. Eq.(63) agrees with the standard BV quantization [2] . The independence of the gauge fixing operator Ψ follows from (41).
and the corresponding higher antibrackets according to (33) . Remarkably enough this expression reduces exactly to the general ansatz (18) for φ a = 0. However, compared to the main text we have now a complete control over the Jacobi identities since (31) is valid leading to identities like (35). It should be noticed that the class of operators satisfying (66) also includes all products of such operators: Define F A to be all monomials of f a , i.e. F A ≡ f a , f a f b , f a f b f c , . . .. These operators do also satisfy a nonabelian Lie algebra [F A , F B ] = ihU C AB F C . In accordance with (30) we may therefore define
where the parameters Φ A are φ a , φ ab , φ abc , . . .. Since F A satisfies a nonabelian Lie algebra we have also here integrable equations of the form (67) and generalized quantum antibrackets (∂ A = ∂/∂Φ A )
which again reduces to (18) 
